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Abidjan, Dakar, Ouagadougou, Antananarivo, Monrovia, Kigali, Nairobi, 
or Tunisia. These are all regions where Urban Fabric Initiatives,  

the experimental urban projects funded by the French Development 
Agency (AFD), aim to collaboratively develop public spaces or community 

facilities that complement major urban projects funded by AFD. 

a Week oF exchanges 

It was in Nairobi where members of various 
teams, project implementers, public authorities, 
or funders met from June 3rd to 7th, 2024. 
This event brought together around thirty 
urban development and community 
dynamics professionals, to share and 
discuss experiences and issues from diverse 
contexts. Conversations alternated 
between French, English, and a bit of 
Swahili, with participants enthusiastically 
engaging in both field visits and indoor 
workshops over the five days. The 
goal was to collectively fine tune 
practices to better meet the needs 
of the residents and users of the 
zones where we work, and here 
we recount some key moments 
from the week. 



Where We Went 

Kibera

Korogocho 
& DanDora

Kahawa Soweto

KofiSi 9

lotoS



“i believe it iS impoSSible 
to StanDarDize 
the Urban fabric 
initiativeS anD that 
we mUSt inSteaD 
embrace thiS 
complexity.” 
Olivier Bedu, UFI Abidjan

“an Urban fabric initiative iS an iDea  
that SproUtS anD growS.”  

Hervé Koné, UFI Ouagadougou

“an Urban fabric initiative 
iS the commUnity’S anD 

StaKeholDerS’ commitment to 
improving infraStrUctUre in 

the city of Kigali.”
Flavia Gwiza, UFI Kigali

characterizing Urban 
Fabric initiatives 

 To start the week: introductions! The 
Urban Fabric Initiatives program is currently 
implemented in eight African countries, and 
many of its members had yet to meet.  
 As an icebreaker, participants were 
grouped into international tables and invited to 
play a game recognizing clues (images, words, 
symbols) from Urban Fabric Initiatives in various 
countries.  
 Following this, each of the seven 
present Urban Fabric Initiatives (Tunisia 
was unable to attend),  represented by a 
project implementer and a member of the 
contracting public authority, characterized 
their project by positioning it on a mural 
based on several aspects: themes targeted 
by their country’s Urban Fabric Initiative, 
spatial scale of implementation, institutional 
support, relationship with the major project 
(spatial, temporal, and interactions), type 
of construction (temporary or permanent), 
focus on environmental or gender issues, and 
engagement of future users or the community. 

Key terms for Urban Fabric Initiatives in 
local languages: 

“The word Zananantsika: our city or  
our neighborhood or our place”  

UFI Madagascar 

“the small project that comes before 
the big project” 

UFI Abidjan

“an idea that is born, that sprouts,  
and becomes something bigger” 

UFI Ouagadougou 

“We should add the notion of  
‘small-scale project with a big impact’ 

to the term Urban Fabric Initiative” 
UFI Kigali 

“There are 16 tribes and the only 
common language is English,  

and we often use the term  
‘community corners’”

UFI Monrovia



visit to 
kibera 

Visits to the informal settlement 
of Kibera highlighted KDI’s 

approach of supporting the 
development of a network 
of public spaces designed 

and managed by local 
communities, combining 

public services and facilities 
with landscaping solutions to 

address flooding issues. For 
example, the KPSP11 site in 
Makina Village, Kibera, was 

developed by a group of 
residents with KDI’s support, 

based on the concept of 
productive spaces. The idea 
is to generate income while 

providing essential services to 
the community: public toilets, a 
water point, a daycare center, 

a playground, etc.  
Each of these activities is 

managed by a specific 
committee of about twenty 

members. The activities 
generate profits that are shared 
among them. Other productive 
activities have been developed 

nearby: a plastic recycling 
workshop and a brick factory 

using cement and plastic. 



on the key issUe oF  
operations & management

“thiS iSSUe raiSeS the qUeStion of what KinD of 
city we want, with an Ultra-liberal city on 

one SiDe where USerS pay for the maintenance 
of a place, anD an anarcho-commUnity Self-

manageD city on the other...?” 
Florent Chiappero, UFI Dakar

“we realiSe there iS a neeD 
for a hybriD moDel:  

an all-pUblic approach 
DoeSn’t worK, anD neither 

DoeS an all-commUnity 
approach. how Do we 

finD the balance between 
involving the commUnity 
withoUt DiSengaging the 

pUblic aUthority?” 

Julien Boglietto, AFD

One session focused on the essential and delicate 
issue of managing the collective facilities and public 
spaces created within the framework of Urban Fabric 
Initiatives. To introduce the discussion, the teams from 
Dakar, Abidjan, and Ouagadougou, representing the first 
generation of Urban Fabric Initiatives, presented the dynamics 
initiated at their sites, notably through the establishment of 
Management Committees and the main challenges  
they face today. 

We can draw three key lessons: 

- First, it seems essential that the operational modalities of 
Management Committees, their representativeness,  
their own prerogatives, and their operational economic 
models are discussed and clearly defined before  
the construction of facilities. All these aspects can condition 
the choice of facilities to construct. 

- Secondly, it is noted that management deficiencies mainly 
stem from the lack of involvement of local authorities  
or the contracting authority of the project. Indeed, 
it is necessary to find a balance of responsibility and 
commitment between what falls under community action on 
one side and the responsibility of public actors on the other. 

- Finally, a last point raised concludes the need to strengthen 
the links between the Urban Fabric Initiative and the major 
urban project to which it is attached. It would then act 
as a prototype of future management modalities, namely 
the organization of activities, maintenance, repair, or 
transformation of developed spaces. 



tools For participation 

While Urban Fabric Initiatives are 
centered on the involvement of 
residents and users, there are a 
multitude of tools to make this 
participation effective throughout 
the four major phases of a project: 

Several categories of tools emerged: 
 

• Tools for producing knowledge  
useful for analysis of sites and their usage,  

such as topographical surveys, literature reviews, quantitative 
counting, or observation.. 

 
• Visualization tools to elicit reactions,  

such as base maps, image banks,  
site models, kiosks, panels, and the “sentoukaye.”

 
• Approaches to organize discussions, 

such as focus groups, workshops, individual interviews,  
and periodic general assemblies.

During a workshop, the teams shared and discussed 
several of these tools used in Urban Fabric Initiatives or 
other projects. This work was done in groups and followed 
the project management cycle, producing more than fifty 
participation tool sheets corresponding to as many tools that can be 
mobilized in participatory urban projects. 

Some of these tools will be selected to enhance the toolkit  
on the Urban Fabric Initiatives website and will undoubtedly find their 

place, once adapted and contextualized, in new Urban Fabric Initiatives! 

 • Devices to meet local actors,  
such as the “mobile penc’”, the welcome office, or exploratory walks. 

 • Methods for engaging private or associative actors,  
such as design-build, community-based procurement, restricted 

consultation of artisans, participatory construction,  
LICW, or Community Management Committees.  

 • Guiding principles,  
such as eco-design, adaptation to local skills  

or the shared responsibilities grid. 



visit to 
DanDora 

In Dandora, the project 
initiated by Charles Gachanga 
and Public Space Network 
transformed dumpsites  
into green public spaces  
and playgrounds, contributing  
to reduced crime, corruption, 
and waste in the neighborhood. 
The group has gained national 
and international recognition  
for its achievements.  
These local initiatives have 
a positive impact on the 
environment, economy, and 
security of the communities 
involved, demonstrating 
the power of community 
engagement.  
This inspiring experience 
also shows that community 
organization, regular 
maintenance, and economic 
aspects of projects (diversity 
of activities and resources, 
rigorous financial management, 
job creation) are key points for 
the sustainability of initiatives. 
Charles’ account of the project’s 
history deeply impressed the 
group, as did the lunch shared 
on-site, making this visit a 
highlight of the week. 





“What struck me the most in Kibera and Dandora was 
hearing about babies found buried when they developed 
the park and seeing people living in a hostile 
environment next to heaps of garbage. It really 
affected me. In Dandora, people really have a 
lot of resilience and mental strength because, 
with the high crime rate, drugs, and 
prostitution, if they manage to eradicate 
all these phenomena, it’s because 
they are very resilient, and it deeply 
impressed me. When Evans recounted 
that he was a former gang member 
who repented and now represents his 
neighborhood all over, that’s what I 
remember. All this compared to what 
we call precarious neighborhoods 
in Senegal makes me realize that 
the people in Nairobi’s precarious 
neighborhoods are in total and 
extreme vulnerability.”

“What I remember most from the visit to Dandora with Public Space 
Network, beyond the undeniable charisma of Charles, is how operating 

as a network of public spaces allows for greater weight and strength  
in defending these public spaces. 

When a real estate developer wants to seize a plot where children 
play, it’s not just the children who can defend the land, but also all the 
people who use the other public spaces who come to defend its public 

vocation. In dealings with the Counties, it’s the same; all public 
spaces are represented through a champion. This was made 

possible thanks to a showcase operation, a first site 
where a few people mobilized for the community’s 

interest. This moved the president and  
vice-president, who came with television 

cameras to highlight this dynamic. 

So I take away two things: the importance of 
embodying an operation through a showcase 

example, and the effectiveness of operating as 
a network to better defend  

the interests of public space users.”

“i was very impressed by the way the 
community, in association with kDi and 
other stakeholders, came together to 
fight floods creatively.  
i was also impressed by the willingness 
to intervene in a small and complex 
space, the creativity in making the 
space more accessible and safer for 
communities through actions against 
crime and floods, or other climate 
change-related issues.” 

“One of the most interesting things for me is how 
co-design was achieved because all solutions are 

truly unique to the different communities, indicating 
the amount of thought put into the process and the 

amount of consultation done with the community 
to make these projects usable spaces for the 

community. It’s not about conceptualizing 
projects and design according to the 

community but ensuring their feedback and 
the unique perspective of each community 

are integrated, showing how this will 
help future projects and make them even 

better. It’s really a revelation for us.” 

Amadine Diagne, UFI Dakar

Ayanda Roji, Centre on African Public Spaces

Simon Nyam, AFD Jacob Sambola, UFI Monrovia



visit to 
korogocho

Korogocho is a neighborhood 
located along the Nairobi 

River. Komb Green Solutions 
is a community association of 

young people aiming to restore 
and renaturalize the highly 

polluted river and its banks. 
The association has developed 

green and recreational 
spaces, conducted awareness 

campaigns, and initiated 
community gardening or plastic 

recycling activities aimed at 
improving the environment. 

They also engage in income-
generating activities like 

community baking  
and car washing. 

The site has suffered significant 
damage due to recent floods, 

but Komb Green Solutions’ social 
initiative persists despite  

the challenges. 

“a place can tranSition 
from being a traSh 
DUmp to a Dynamic 

example. it’S a Story 
of hope, Showing that 

thingS can poSitively 
tranSform. 

Small actionS can Scale 
Up to the city level.”

Ruth Waruguru, NCCG





blockages anD solUtions 
While Urban Fabric Initiative projects 
face several issues, together it is 
possible to find solutions! 

Through the “mental training” 
exercise, participants were 
invited to reflect on problems or 
blockages within their projects 
or structures. Six major problems 
were identified for in-depth 
analysis. 

Thanks to collective intelligence, 
these unsatisfactory situations 
were dissected to analyze the 
underlying issues and causes, 
finally proposing solutions. 

“we are dealing with a 
situation where public 
spaces are owned by 

the municipality,  
but the community  

is expected to 
manage their 

use and 
upkeep.”  

UFI Monrovia

“we lack an agile 
intervention model  
for management.” 

UFI Abidjan 

“we struggle to explain 
the purpose and 
benefits of the Urban 
fabric initiatives 
to our partners.”
AFD

“We have difficulties 
securing open public 
spaces for the Urban 
fabric initiative.”
UFI Nairobi

Urban Fabric initiatives are funded by aFD 
and led by public authorities. 

generally, the aFD proposes the idea of setting 
up an Urban Fabric initiative to complement a 

major urban project, but they struggle to explain 
its benefits to the public authorities. the Urban 
Fabric initiative approach is abstract to public 
authorities, who do not see the added value 

compared to existing practices. 

there is a lack of advocacy by the aFD and 
popularization of its tools early in the setup phase. 

public authorities’ degree of openness to new practices 
must be better taken into account: they need to be confronted 
with concrete issues with their current practices that lead to 

low relevance and appropriation of facilities, in order to be made 
receptive to Urban fabric initiative approaches. 

changes in practices take time: public authorities’ technical and 
engineering profiles are less sensitive to social approaches. 

there is a fear that Urban Fabric initiatives will reduce the budget for 
major facilities while being unattractive as they are often presented as 

“small” and “temporary.” 

communication focuses too much on the facilities produced by 
Urban Fabric initiatives, creating unmet expectations 

simplify terminology and popularize  
Urban Fabric initiative approaches. 

conduct more advocacy and identify reference persons within different government 
branches to promote these approaches and increase their acceptance. 

communicate more about the impacts of Urban Fabric initiatives  
beyond the constructed facilities. 

present the Urban Fabric initiative approach in various aspects and communicate 
on success stories of each aspect. this would allow public actors to adopt one or 

several components tailored to their needs, serving as entry points  
to the overall approach in a second phase. 

poSSible SolUtionS 

UnDerlying problemS 

UnSatiSfying SitUation 



moving Debate 

Urban fabric initiativeS 

Strengthen local Democracy. 

pUblic aUthoritieS mUSt  

SecUre lanD before laUnching 

Urban fabric initiativeS. 

AGReeeeeeeeeeee?  

DISAGReeeeeeeeeeeeee? 

At the end of the day, as the sun sets, the whole group gathers on Kofisi’s 
rooftop to participate in a moving debate. Originating from popular 

education techniques, the moving debate aims to highlight major 
teachings or trends of the Urban Fabric Initiatives and submit them  

for discussion within the group. 

Two divisive, affirmative statements related to governance are proposed. 
The entire group is invited to position themselves on an axis between 

“agree” and “disagree,” then people are questioned about their positions, 
and a debate ensues. 

Not really convinced as democracy is 
defined by local institutions. 

The goal is not to change the institutions, 
Urban Fabric Initiatives remain at their scale 
of local projects. 

Not to transform, 
but to improve. 

Urban Fabric Initiatives contribute to the empowerment of civil society 
organizations, enabling them to hold authorities accountable. 

It’s the management where we fall short,  
and we must not stop at just producing facilities. 

DeMOCRACy IS OF tHe PeOPle, 

FOR tHe PeOPle, By tHe PeOPle

Creating Urban fabric initiatives is also a political act. 

In France, we talk about 
participatory democracy 
on very limited 
consultation topics, 
whereas here we go  
much further. It’s still better than when choices 

are made top-down. 

if the land is not available, we cannot proceed 
with works, but the acquisition process that 

accompanies it matters most. 

The foundation is having land. 

It’s not mandatory, but it can 
be a hindrance not to have land 
secured in advance. 

It’s part of the Urban Fabric 
Initiatives’ responsibility to 
secure lands, as they also play a 
facilitator role and sometimes 
intervene on private lands. 

What matters are the compromises, there are always ways to 
obtain land, as demonstrated by various  

Urban Fabric Initiatives. This encourages creative solutions. 

 It is important to formalize all the 
paperwork before starting.  

We mobilize resources, and if settled, 
it will allow for smooth intervention. 

It’s better to focus on 
residents’ voices rather than 

land acquisition. 



visite to  
UFi nairobi

On Friday morning the group visited 
a Nairobi UFI site. The visit began 
with a tour of the neighborhood 
of Kahawa Soweto, followed by 

a presentation of the project and 
approach. They explained how the 

project used a call for initiatives 
approach to incite community 

proposals for spaces or facilities.  
Each proposal is submitted by 

a locally implanted community 
group, who is then involved at 

all stages, right up to operations 
and maintenance. Local residents 

are also involved in design, 
construction and maintenance. 

The group visited two spaces that 
will be upgraded by the UFI –  

a near obsolete sanitation block 
that will be transformed into a more 
attractive space, featuring a sitting 

area, a laundrette and  
a cybercafé, and a health centre, 

whose overflow car park and 
green area will become a  space 

for the community and for patients 
including a shop, a meeting room 

and a restaurant (productive 
spaces that generate income)  

as well as a playground and breast 
feeding area, to compliment the 

maternity ward.  
The facilities and designs were 

chosen by the community, using a 
“community as client” approach. 



tWo external 
perspectives 

The closing session unfolded in two parts: presentations by two guests, 
Ninon Ndongo Fandre and Ayanda Roji, who accompanied the 
group throughout the week, followed by a discussion and collective 
synthesis of the week’s ideas and highlights. 

First, Ninon Ndongo Fandre, an urban planning student at the 
University of Geneva, emphasized the evolution of Urban Fabric 
Initiatives, notably the shift from temporary to permanent 
infrastructure. This raises questions about their relationship 
with major urban projects, as well as their identity 
preservation and true transformative capacity. She also 
mentioned the central role of land in the projects, the 
creativity of Urban Fabric Initiatives in finding solutions, 
and the importance of vocabulary and communication 
in project implementation. 

Ayanda Roji, coordinator of the South African network 
Centre on African Public Spaces (CAPS), highlighted 
the role Urban Fabric Initiatives play in emphasizing 
the importance of public space in cities. She noted 
that these initiatives offer localized solutions but can 
embody universal values such as dignity, fighting social 
inequalities, and inclusion. She added two comments: 

During the ensuing debate, several characteristics of Urban Fabric 
Initiatives emerged: 

· Their practice and expertise in citizen participation methods, 
which should be more widely disseminated through platforms or 

networks like CAPS, or training for local elected officials  
and technicians. 

· The creation of public, sports, or cultural facilities, with 
experimentation in management, maintenance, and upkeep, 

based on shared governance between civil society and public 
actors, support for social and solidarity entrepreneurship,  

and capacity building for actors. 

· The activation of neglected urban spaces through 
various mechanisms, strengthening public authorities by 

demonstrating their ability to take positive action.

· The transformative ambition of projects  
and the evolution of practices. 

· A complementarity with major urban 
projects by prototyping or testing 

things that can be incorporated into 
final developments. 

· The necessary autonomy from the 
major urban project to guarantee 
the right to experiment, take risks, 

and make mistakes,  
essential for innovation. 

· Their frugal, creative, targeted,  
and flexible nature, allowing solutions 

in very constrained contexts  
but also making them  

somewhat fragile.

“local governmentS talK aboUt 
participation bUt Don’t Know how to 
implement it concretely anD neeD training 
in theSe methoDS anD toolS, which Urban 
fabric initiativeS coUlD contribUte to.”

“the afD ShoUlD aDvocate for pUblic 
SpaceS anD encoUrage other financial 
inStitUtionS to prioritize pUblic Space 
in loanS anD grantS to african 
governmentS.”
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